Call for Contributions
Inform the Chair: with the Title of your Contribution
Submission URL:
https://www.iariasubmit.org/conferences/submit/newcontribution.php?event=ICIW+2017+Special
Please select Main topic as WFIS

Special track

WFIS: Web Financial Information Systems

Chair and Coordinator
Prof. Dr. Paulo Caetano da Silva, Salvador University (UNIFACS), Brazil paulo.caetano@pro.unifacs.br

Prof. Dr. Miklos Vasarhelyi, Director – RARC/CAR Lab, KPMG Professor of AIS, Rutgers University, USA miklosv@andromeda.rutgers.edu

along with
ICIW 2017, June 25 - 29, 2017 - Venice, Italy
The Twelfth International Conference on Internet and Web Applications and Services
http://www.iaria.org/conferences2017/ICIW17.html

This special track aims at the development of Financial Information Systems. It is intended to provide a high-quality platform for researchers and practitioners to present their latest theoretical and practical research with applications in this area. Original papers are solicited in all areas of research related to Financial Information Systems.

The scope of the WFIS includes, but not limited to financial reporting, continuous auditing, financial information systems – technology and management, business intelligence for financial data, data recovery, artificial intelligence over financial data. The contributions might include algorithms, modeling, applications, security issues, and tools to meet the current customer requirements of financial environments.

The WFIS invites the authors to submit their research articles that explore design, development, applications, and financial tools. Papers should be original and contain contributions of theoretical or experimental nature, or be unique experience reports.

Topics include, but not limited to:

• Financial Information systems, technology and management
• Information systems, technology and management for Continuous Auditing
• Financial Information assurance
• Information retrieval
• Online analytical processing technology for Financial Data
• Data mining and data warehousing for Financial Data
• Networks and application
• Web technology and development for Financial Data
• Mobile technology and development for Financial Data
• Security, privacy, and usability or Financial Data
• XBRL and Ontologies
Important Datelines
- Inform the Chair: As soon as you decided to contribute
- Submission: **March 5** May 17
- Notification with comments for camera-ready: **April 5** May 24
- Registration: **April 20** May 31
- Camera ready: **May 12** May 31

Contribution Types
- Regular papers [in the proceedings, digital library]
- Short papers (work in progress) [in the proceedings, digital library]
- Posters: two pages [in the proceedings, digital library]
- Posters: slide only [slide deck posted on www.iaria.org]
- Presentations: slide only [slide deck posted on www.iaria.org]
- Demos: two pages [posted on www.iaria.org]

Paper Format
- See: [http://www.iaria.org/format.html](http://www.iaria.org/format.html)
- Before submission, please check and comply with the editorial rules: [http://www.iaria.org/editorialrules.html](http://www.iaria.org/editorialrules.html)

Publications
- Extended versions of selected papers will be published in IARIA Journals: [http://www.iriajournals.org](http://www.iriajournals.org)
- Print proceedings will be available via Curran Associates, Inc.: [http://www.proceedings.com/9769.html](http://www.proceedings.com/9769.html)
- Articles will be archived in the free access ThinkMind Digital Library: [http://www.thinkmind.org](http://www.thinkmind.org)

Paper Submission
Please select Main topic as WFIS

Registration
- Each accepted paper needs at least one full registration, before the camera ready manuscript can be included in the proceedings.
- Registration fees are available at [http://www.iaria.org/registration.html](http://www.iaria.org/registration.html)

Contact
Prof. Dr. Paulo Caetano da Silva, Salvador University (UNIFACS), Brazil  paulo.caetano@pro.unifacs.br
Prof. Dr. Miklos Vasarhelyi, Rutgers University, USA  miklosv@andromeda.rutgers.edu

Logistics:
steve@iaria.org